ABSTRACT It is well established that bacteria are able to respond to temporal gradients (e.g., by chemotaxis). However, it is widely held that prokaryotes are too small to sense spatial gradients. This contradicts the common observation that the vast majority of bacteria live on the surface of a solid substrate (e.g., as a biofilm). Herein we report direct experimental evidence that the nonmotile bacterium Staphylococcus aureus possesses a tactile response, or primitive sense of touch, that allows it to respond to spatial gradients. Attached cells recognize their substrate interface and localize adhesins toward that region. Braille-like avidity maps reflect a cell's biochemical sensory response and reveal ultrastructural regions defined by the actual binding activity of specific proteins.
INTRODUCTION
Prokaryotes often encounter physical and chemical gradients in nature. These simple cells are known to respond to gradients. Chemotaxis is arguably the most frequently documented form of gradient response in bacteria. This form of taxis is the directed movement of a motile bacterium toward (or away from) a chemical signal. Although a chemical gradient is typically a spatial phenomenon, bacteria respond to temporal rather than spatial cues. A bacterium senses a change in the concentration of a chemical outside the cell over time and responds by actively swimming toward or away from the chemical. A central tenet or dogma of microbiology is that prokaryotes, unlike larger eukaryotic cells, are too small to sense a gradient along their body length (1) .
This contradicts the common observation that most bacteria live on the surface of a solid substrate (e.g., as a biofilm). It seems reasonable to infer that bacteria evolved a mechanism for recognizing surfaces, considering that an overwhelming 97% of all prokaryotes (motile and nonmotile) live in close proximity to solids (2) . Indeed, studies have presented theoretical (3) and indirect experimental (4, 5) evidence suggesting that some motile bacteria can sense gradients across their body lengths.
Here, we report direct experimental evidence that the nonmotile microorganism Staphylococcus aureus possesses a tactile response (i.e., a primitive sense of touch) by which attached cells recognize the steep gradient near their substrate interface and localize substrate-specific biomolecules toward that region accordingly. S. aureus is a Gram-positive bacterium that is part of the normal microbial flora of humans. This microorganism can form infectious biofilms on the surface of host tissues or implanted medical devices if it enters the human bloodstream (6, 7) . These biofilms begin to form when a protein receptor on the outer cell wall of S. aureus forms a bond with host ligands that form the outer coating on virtually all surfaces within humans (e.g., host tissue or foreign implants). The initial bacteria-host bond is often mediated through the interaction of human fibronectin (Fn) and Fn-binding protein (FnBP) expressed on S. aureus (8) (9) (10) . We used atomic force microscopy (AFM) to measure binding forces between an Fn-coated AFM tip and living S. aureus. A distinct, sawtooth-shaped force signature was observed when Fn formed a bond with putative FnBP on S. aureus. Analysis of the force traces with the worm-like chain (WLC) model was consistent with a zipper-like binding of multiple parallel domains of Fn and FnBP. We also observed a linear increase of the rupture force with the logarithm of the loading rate, suggesting a specific interaction between Fn on the tip and FnBP on S. aureus. We were able to image the spatial localization of putative FnBP on living S. aureus by mapping the position of the Fn-FnBP binding signature. These avidity maps reveal ultrastructural regions on S. aureus defined by the activity and/or bond resilience of binding receptors on living bacteria. We found that S. aureus responds very differently to three dissimilar substrates, suggesting that at least some bacteria have the ability to perceive spatial differences across their body length.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacteria specimens and growth conditions
For our experiments we used S. aureus I399 (11) . This bacterium was isolated from a patient at Duke University Medical Center who had a confirmed S. aureus infection of an implanted cardiac device. A polymerase chain reaction was used to confirm the presence of the gene coding Submitted February 14, 2010, and accepted for publication August 30, 2010. *Correspondence: lower.9@osu.edu for FnBP A (fnbA; accession number J04151). Western blot analysis confirmed that FnBP was localized to the cell wall of S. aureus I399.
Two laboratory-derived S. aureus mutants (DU5883 and DU5883þ pFNBA4) and one laboratory-derived Lactococcus lactis mutant (pOri23-fnbA) were used in control experiments. S. aureus DU5883 lacks the fnbA gene and has lost the ability to attach to surface-bound Fn (12) . S. aureus DU5883þpFNBA4 contains the shuttle plasmid for the fnbA gene, which restores the adhesion-defective phenotype of DU5883 to Fn-coated substrates (12) . L. lactis was selected as a control bacterium because although it is a Gram-positive bacterium like S. aureus, it does not naturally adhere to Fn (13) . The recombinant L. lactis pOri23-fnbA expresses functional FnBP on its outer surface, which allows it to adhere to Fn-coated substrates (13) (14) (15) .
Growth cultures for AFM analysis were started from cryogenically preserved samples. S. aureus was cultured to exponential phase (OD 600~0 .50) at 37 C in tryptic soy broth containing 0.2% dextrose. S. aureus is known to express FnBP when cultured in this media and harvested at this particular growth stage (6, 11) . Antibiotics were added to the broth of the two mutant strains of S. aureus according to published methods (12, 13) . L. lactis was grown to exponential phase at 30 C in M17 medium supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics according to previous studies (14, 15) . Under such conditions, L. lactis pOri23-fnbA constitutively expresses FnBP (14, 15) .
AFM measurements
Silicon nitride AFM cantilevers were coated with Fn (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) according to published methods (11, 16) . A total of 10 different Fn-coated tips (nominal tip radius 20 nm and measured spring constant 0.02 nN nm
À1
) were used in these AFM experiments. In some control experiments, AFM tips were coated with bovine serum albumin (BSA) as described previously (17) . We also created blunt AFM tips by repeatedly imaging a sharp, pyramidal AFM tip on an alumina substrate. Because of the hardness difference between silicon nitride and alumina, we were able to grind several AFM tips into flattened squares roughly 100-500 nm on a side. The blunt AFM tips were coated with Fn and used to pluck cells off of a coverslip so that force curves could be collected with S. aureus cells linked to the end of an AFM tip.
Force measurements were performed using a Veeco/Digital Instruments (Santa Barabara, CA) Bioscope AFM and Nanoscope IV controller. The AFM was not engaged in image mode to find bacteria cells on a glass slide before force measurements were obtained, because this could have contaminated the AFM tip. Rather, an inverted optical microscope (Axiovert 200M; Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) was used to position an AFM tip over a binary fission pair or a small patch of four cells on a glass coverslip. The probe was brought into contact with a bacterium and pushed against the cell wall until the cantilever flexed 100 nm. The probe was then retracted away from the bacterium until the probe was completely separated from the cell. For most force curves, the approach-retraction cycle took 2 s (i.e., 0.5 Hz scan rate). For loading rate experiments, the scan rate varied from 0.03 to 2 Hz.
AFM was also operated in force-volume mode to map receptor-ligand sites on surfaces. This form of AFM was previously developed to map eukaryotic macromolecules on cells, membranes, and inorganic substrates (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) . More recently, this elegant technique has been applied to microorganisms (24, 25) . For our experiments, AFM probes were baited with Fn and then used on S. aureus I399 cells deposited onto three different solid substrates: clean glass, unclean glass, and Fn-coated glass. The clean glass substrate was prepared by soaking zinc titania glass (i.e., a typical coverslip) in piranha solution (26) and rinsing 10 times in MilliQ (Billerica, MA) water (18.2 MU cm). The unclean glass was simply a coverslip that was used as supplied by the manufacturer (Corning Inc., Corning, NY). This coverglass has a proprietary coating that prevents sticking of adjacent coverslips within the packaging container. The Fn-coated glass (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ) was chosen to represent a high-affinity surface. To best observe the native function and activity of cell wall macromolecules, the adhesion of S. aureus to all three substrates was allowed to occur naturally in a phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution at circumneutral pH without further experimental influence. For the force-volume experiments, an Fn-coated tip was repeatedly brought into and out of contact with different regions on a bacterium to fish for a reaction with putative FnBPs expressed on a cell. The scan rate was 1.0 Hz over 1.5 mm extension, and the tip was pushed against the sample until the flexible cantilever deflected 10-20 nm.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
S. aureus biofilms-bonds between a bacterial protein and human protein S. aureus is a nonmotile, Gram-positive bacterium that is an opportunistic pathogen. It is part of the normal flora of microorganisms that live on and in the human body. This bacterium commonly grows as a biofilm on surfaces such as the skin or the mucous membrane of the anterior nares (1, 27) . If it enters the bloodstream, S. aureus can form infectious biofilms on the surface of implanted medical devices (6, 7) . In the medical community, S. aureus is a significant concern because it is the leading cause of infection of prosthetic implants, such as cardiac valves (7, 28) .
The initial step of biofilm formation is mediated at least in part by FnBP expressed on the external cell wall of S. aureus (29, 30) . FnBP is a covalently anchored transmembrane protein that is part of a family of molecules called microbial surface components recognizing adhesive matrix molecules (MSCRAMMs) (9, 10) . MSCRAMMs form bonds with human protein ligands, such as Fn, fibrinogen, and collagen, that are common constituents of the human bloodstream. These human proteins typically coat the surface of an implanted medical device and in turn serve as attachment sites for S. aureus (12, 31) . Fn is the predominant ligandpromoting attachment molecule for implants that remain in the body for extended periods of time, such as cardiac devices (31, 32) . Therefore, we focused on bonds that form between a substrate coated with Fn and FnBP on S. aureus.
The structure and binding activity of Fn and S. aureus FnBP are well documented in the literature. Fig. 1 highlights the binding regions along each of these two proteins. The N-and C-termini of these two proteins are shown opposite each other to better illustrate the binding sites in each molecule. The~29 kD N-terminal region of Fn contains a string of FI modules that bind to FnBP (9, (33) (34) (35) . Other regions of Fn, such as the GBF or FnIII heparin-binding module, have also been shown to bind to FnBP (34, 36) . The Fn-binding regions within FnBP include the D1-D4 region (9, 12, 35) , the Du and B1-B2 domains (13) , and a string of 11 subdomains between the A and D regions within FnBP (30, 36, 37) .
AFM force measurements between Fn on a solid substrate and FnBP expressed by living bacteria
It is well documented that the continual passage of bacteria, such as type strains, through liquid growth media can Biophysical Journal 99(9) 2803-2811 transform a biofilm-forming pathogen into a planktonic labadapted strain. Costerton et al. (38) noted that ''these labadapted cultures are really not good models for the study of diseases that have been shown unequivocally to be caused by bacteria growing in biofilms''. Therefore, for our experiments we used a biofilm-forming strain isolated from an actual clinical setting. S. aureus I399 was obtained from a patient at Duke University Medical Center who had an infected cardiac device. This isolate was stored cryogenically and passed through only one or two flasks of liquid media before each AFM experiment.
A total of 4170 force curves were collected on 21 different cells prepared from four different culture flasks of S. aureus I399. Fig. 2 shows randomly selected force curves collected as an Fn-coated AFM tip was pulled from contact with the surface of S. aureus I399 in PBS solution. We frequently found that the binding forces rose up to several hundreds of piconewtons, and unbinding occurred as either one district step or two to three sequential steps, each resulting in nonlinear, sawtooth-shaped force profiles. These sawtooth-shaped profiles were observed in~50% of the traces for an Fn-coated tip on S. aureus I399 cells, which were harvested at the exponential phase when FnBPs are expressed in S. aureus (6) .
The sawtooth-shaped force-distance trajectory is consistent with the unfolding/extension of a protein and suggests a specific binding event rather than generalized adhesion due to nonspecific contact forces (39-41) (see Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material). Ideally, we would have injected free antibody (e.g., anti-FnBP) into the experiment to quench the Fn-FnBP bond and confirm the specificity of the observed binding event. However, others have shown that anti-MSCRAMM antibodies (e.g., anti-FnBP) react with the adhesin but do not inhibit Fn binding (42) . This is due at least in part to the fact that FnBP has multiple reactive sites along its length rather than a single binding pocket (e.g., see Fig. 1 ). Therefore, we took a slightly different approach to determine whether the AFM force signatures were due to binding events between Fn on the AFM tip and FnBP on S. aureus. We collected force measurements on some elegantly constructed mutants that either express or do not express FnBP on their outer surface. These mutant strains have already been described in the literature (12, 14, 15) . Fig. 2 shows retraction traces for an Fn-coated tip on the following mutant strains: S. aureus that overexpresses FnBP on its exterior cell wall (S. aureus FnBP þ ), S. aureus that cannot express FnBP on its cell wall (S. aureus FnBP À ), and a recombinant strain of L. lactis that expresses FnBP FIGURE 2 Force spectra collected by AFM in a buffer solution. Shown are randomly selected retraction traces for the following pairs (from top to bottom): Fn-coated tip on a clinical isolate of S. aureus (topmost curves), Fn-coated tip on a mutant strain of S. aureus that overexpresses FnBP on its outer surface, Fn-coated tip on a mutant strain of L. lactis that overexpresses FnBP on its outer surface, Fn-coated tip on a mutant strain of S. aureus that cannot express FnBP on its outer surface, BSA-coated tip on a mutant strain of S. aureus that overexpresses FnBP on its outer surface, and Fn-coated tip on a glass slide (bottom-most curves). See Buck et al. (74) for a complementary study. (Color figure online.) FIGURE 1 Primary structure of Fn (top) and FnBPA (bottom) drawn to approximate scale. Highlighted are regions on Fn (N-terminal Fn-I and Fn-II domains) and FnBP (A, B, Du, C, and D1-D4) that are important in binding. Fn is~2000 amino acids or 800 nm long, and FnBPA is~1000 amino acids or 400 nm long. Modified from Buck et al. (74) .
The sawtooth-shaped binding events were largely absent from S. aureus FnBP À , whereas S. aureus FnBP þ and L. lactis FnBP þ exhibited these distinct binding events. L. lactis is particularly useful because it is a Grampositive bacterium, like S. aureus, but natural strains of L. lactis do not have the genes to produce the MSCRAMM proteins (e.g., FnBP) that are present in S. aureus. A comparison of the traces for S. aureus I399 and the three mutant strains (see Fig. 2 ) suggests that the sawtooth-shaped binding events involve proteins on the outer surface of S. aureus that bind to Fn (e.g., FnBPs). Fig. 2 also shows retraction profiles for a BSA-coated tip on the mutant strain of S. aureus that overexpresses FnBP, and an Fn-coated tip on a glass slide. In similarity to the measurements with the S. aureus that cannot express FnBP, the BSA-coated tip did not normally elicit the characteristic sawtooth-shaped profiles even when it was used on S. aureus that overexpress FnBP (Fig. 2) . The Fn-coated tip showed some general adhesion force when it was pulled from the glass slide. In a few instances, the Fn-coated tip also exhibited a relatively weak, short-range, sawtoothshaped profile when it was pulled from contact with a glass slide (Fig. 2) . This is consistent with other studies that used AFM to unravel a molecule of Fn tethered between the tip and a glass slide (16, 43, 44) .
Confirmation that the bacteria were alive during AFM experiments
The conditions of our AFM experiments were similar to those employed by Touhami et al. (45) , who used AFM to image the binary fission of living S. aureus cells in real time. We performed two additional experiments to confirm that we were performing AFM on living cells. First, we exchanged the PBS solution in the fluid cell of the AFM with growth media after the AFM experiments. The optical microscope, which formed the base of our AFM, was used to observe S. aureus cells on the microscope slide growing into a layer of cells and eventually a thick biofilm. Second, we used a blunt, Fn-coated tip to pick up two cells (a binary fission pair) from the microscope slide after the AFM experiments. The AFM tip was aseptically transferred to a flask of liquid growth media (supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics for the mutant strains of S. aureus). Growth of S. aureus cells was observed in the culture flasks when the cells on the AFM tip were used as the inoculum. No growth was observed for a control flask that was inoculated with an Fn-coated tip used in the AFM to probe a plain glass slide (i.e., no S. aureus cells). These experiments confirm that our AFM measurements were likely performed on living bacteria.
WLC model of an Fn-FnBP binding event
The sawtooth-shaped profiles observed in the AFM force curves are consistent with the unfolding/extension of a protein that forms a bond between two surfaces (40, 41) . The forced extension of a linear polymer (e.g., a protein) can be described with the WLC model (46, 47) . This theory has been used to interpret AFM force measurements on isolated protein molecules purified from bacteria (48, 49) , as well as proteins on the outer surface of living bacteria (50, 51) . The Marko-Siggia WLC equation is given as (52, 53) :
where F (in Newtons) is the force associated with the mechanical unfolding or elongation of a protein to distance x (in meters), k B is the Boltzmann's constant (k B ¼ 1.381 Â 10 À23 J K À1 ), and T is temperature (in Kelvins). The final two parameters of the WLC model are the persistence length (p) and the contour length (L). The persistence length is a measure of the bending rigidity or stiffness of a polypeptide chain. For an ideal single protein molecule, the persistence length is between 0.1 nm and 2.0 nm (48, (54) (55) (56) (57) . This dimension is similar to the physical length of 0.4 nm between C a atoms in the backbone of a protein (58) . The contour length is the extended length of either an entire protein molecule or a structural domain within a protein. Fig. 3 shows the theoretical force-extension relationship for a protein with a persistence length of 0.4 nm (i.e., the physical length of an amino acid) and contour length of 210 nm. This corresponds to the 525 amino acids on the N-terminal region of a single molecule of Fn (see Fig. 1 for reference). This represents the region on Fn that binds to FnBP from S. aureus (9,34,35). As described above, AFM was used to measure binding forces on Fn molecules tethered between the AFM tip and a glass slide. Most of the retraction traces showed only a jump-from-contact feature, which is not unexpected since the substrate was a glass slide. However, some of the traces exhibit a relatively weak, sawtooth-shaped binding event near 200 nm (see Fig. 3 ). This is consistent with the modeled extension of the 525 amino acids that make up the FnI and FnII domains on Fn.
The WLC model can also be used on multiple protein molecules that form parallel bonds between two surfaces (54,59-62) (for example, a molecule of FnBP on S. aureus that has formed bonds along the N-terminal domain of an Fn molecule on the AFM tip). This approximation is accomplished by a simple summation of the individual WLC expressions for each protein molecule (63) . For example, 10 identical protein chains in parallel would exert a force 10 times that of a single chain for a given extension length. Mathematically, the summation of 10 identical protein chains (e.g., 10 molecules each with p ¼ 0.4 and L ¼ 210) will yield the same force-extension relationship as one protein chain with the same contour length but a persistence length that is one-tenth as long (e.g., p ¼ 0.04 and L ¼ 210).
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This application of the WLC model is particularly useful for S. aureus because each FnBP can bind up to nine different molecules of Fn (35, 36, 64) . Fig. 3 shows the overall WLC force-extension relationship of 10 protein molecules each with a persistence length of 0.4 nm and a contour length of 210 nm. This corresponds to one FnBP on S. aureus that has formed bonds along the length of the 525 amino acids on the N-terminus from each of nine Fn molecules. The WLC model predicts an increasingly nonlinear response that reaches a maximum force near their extended length of~200 nm. There is a remarkable similarity between the theoretical force profile and thẽ 200 nm sawtooth observed in the AFM traces of Fn on S. aureus I399, as well as on the mutants that overexpress FnBP (see Fig. 3 ). This similarity is consistent with binding of an FnBP on S. aureus to the N-terminal region of multiple molecules of Fn on the AFM tip.
In addition to the sawtooth at~200 nm, at least two longer-range sawteeth are consistently observed for S. aureus I399 and the mutants that overexpress FnBP (see Figs. 2 and 3 ). These traces can be modeled as 10 parallel-bonded protein molecules, each with p ¼ 0.4 nm, and contour lengths that are multiples of 210 nm (i.e., L ¼ 420 and 630 nm). Fig. 3 shows the summative WLC model for the sequential unfolding of three discrete binding events, each of which involves the unfolding of 10 protein molecules bound in parallel (i.e., the summation of 10 chains each with p ¼ 0.4, which is mathematically equivalent to one chain with p ¼ 0.04). As shown in this figure, there is a striking correlation between the WLC model and the observed retraction traces. One possible explanation is a zipper array of bonds where force is applied to the lead bond; once that bond fails, force propagates to the next bond, and so on. This is similar to the recently proposed structure-based model of the Fn-FnBP complex. Nuclear magnetic resonance and x-ray diffraction were used on purified segments of Fn and FnBP to reveal a tandem, b-zipper type of interaction in repeat units (30, 37) . Our observation of binding events at repetitive intervals is also consistent with the proposal of Casolini et al. (42) that FnBP takes on an organized conformational structure in repeat units upon binding to its ligand, Fn.
At this point, we cannot assign with absolute certainty a particular sawtooth to a specific mechanical (or structural) domain within Fn or FnBP. This would require a number of additional AFM experiments with truncated forms of both Fn and FnBP expressed on the outer surfaces of S. aureus and L. lactis. Nonetheless, we can say with certainty that the sawtooth events observed in the AFM traces represent a distinct force signature that corresponds to the binding of Fn on the AFM tip with proteins on S. aureus that have an affinity for Fn. These force signatures are most likely due to FnBP on S. aureus (e.g., compare the force traces with the mutants that express FnBP or cannot express FnBP). However, we cannot categorically rule out the possibility that other cell wall proteins participate in bonding with Fn. Indeed, others have shown some cross-reactivity between MSCRAMMs such as FnBP on S. aureus and human ligands such as Fn, fibrinogen, and collagen (65).
Loading-rate experiments for the bond between Fn and FnBP on S. aureus
A final series of AFM experiments were conducted to determine the specificity of the interactions between Fn on the AFM tip and putative FnBPs on S. aureus. The rupture force of the Fn-FnBP bond was measured at different loading rates (N s À1 ) according to standard protocol (17, 66, 67) . For a specific ligand-receptor interaction, the rupture force should increase with the loading rate as shown in the following equation (68):
where x b is the separation distance between the bound and transition states along the reaction coordinate (m), r is the loading rate (N s À1 ), k off is the dissociation rate constant for the ligand-receptor pair (s À1 ), and all other parameters are as described in Eq. 1. For a specific ligand-receptor pair, a linear relationship should be evident in a semilog plot of rupture force versus loading rate. The slope equals k B T / x b , and extrapolating to F ¼ 0 gives a value of k off ¼ rx b / k B T.
As discussed above, FnBP has the capacity to bind up to nine different molecules of Fn. However, Eq. 2 is ideally suited for single ligand-receptor pair (68) . Therefore, for the loading-rate experiments we included only those traces that could be fit with a WLC model corresponding to one Fn-FnBP pair linked in parallel (i.e., with a persistence length of 0.2 nm). Fig. 4 shows the loading-rate measurements for an Fn-coated tip on S. aureus expressing FnBP. The rupture force increases with the loading rate, consistent with a specific interaction. Furthermore, our measurements agree with those of Bustanji et al. (69) , who used AFM to measure the rupture force between Fn and Fn-binding adhesins on another species of Staphylococcus, S. epidermis. Fig. 4 plots the data from our study relative to their results (x b ¼ 3.3 Å and k off ¼ 4.8 s À1 (69)).
Avidity maps of putative FnBPs on living S. aureus deposited on different substrates
Binding events between the Fn-coated tip and an S. aureus cell expressing FnBP resulted in distinct sawtooth-shaped, force-separation traces that disappeared when either Fn or FnBP was absent in the AFM experiments (Fig. 2) . The observed force-distance trajectories are consistent with the theoretical WLC unfolding/extension of Fn molecules bound in parallel to FnBP on S. aureus (Fig. 3) . Finally, the bond between Fn and FnBP on S. aureus appears to be a specific interaction as the rupture force increases with the bond's loading rate (Fig. 4) . Taken together, these force measurements suggest that the AFM can be used to map the location of specific Fn-binding proteins on living cells of S. aureus by tuning into this force signature. This form of AFM mapping, sometimes called force-volume imaging, has already been used with success on both eukaryotic (19, 39, 70) and prokaryotic (24, 25, 71) cells. We attempted to use this approach on the clinical isolate of S. aureus (I399). The bacterium was cultured to the exponential stage, when it expresses FnBP on its cell wall. The cells were then deposited onto three different surfaces: an Fn-coated glass slide, an unclean glass slide, and a clean glass slide. The adhesion of S. aureus to all three substrates was allowed to occur naturally in a PBS solution at circumneutral pH without further experimental influence, aside from the subsequent prodding of the AFM tip. This provided the best chance of observing the native function and activity of cell wall macromolecules on living S. aureus. We then used AFM to translate an Fn-coated tip across each sample, collecting a two-dimensional array of force curves across cells and surrounding substrate. In essence, we used Fn as molecular bait to fish for a binding reaction with putative FnBPs expressed on a cell. Fig. 5 A shows the force curves for S. aureus I399 on each of the three substrates. Again, the sawtooth-shaped binding FIGURE 4 The rupture force as a function of the loading rate for an Fn-coated tip on S. aureus. Also shown are data from Bustanji et al. (69) , who measured the binding force between an Fn-coated AFM tip and adhesins on the outer surface of the bacterium S. epidermis. traces were observed in the retraction curves. Bond rupture lengths and forces were consistent and reproducible for a specific substrate, but varied significantly among the three surfaces (see Fig. 5 and inset table) . Although the extension profiles taken from the clean and unclean glass substrates generally exhibited one sawtooth signature, the cell on Fn-coated glass substrate consistently exhibited two to four sawteeth, suggesting that larger protein segments with multiple domains were unfolding.
These dissimilar extension characteristics demonstrate that the S. aureus binding proteins function differently in response to similar force stimuli exerted by the tip. Additionally, specific binding events occurred two to three times more frequently for cells attached to Fn-coated glass than for the other substrates (see inset table in Fig. 5 ), suggesting a higher activity and/or that more proteins were available for binding. All differences in cell response can be attributed to the substrate, since the measurements involved one bacterial strain that was grown, harvested, and imaged under identical conditions.
We also performed force-volume measurements with bare tips (i.e., no Fn) on S. aureus bacteria (harvested at the exponential stage) that were deposited onto the three substrates. Although some retraction traces showed shortrange, jump-from-contact adhesion (see Fig. S1 ), the sawtooth-shaped binding signature was absent from all traces even though the S. aureus should have been expressing FnBP on their outer surface. This control experiment confirms that the force signatures observed for the Fncoated tip on S. aureus (Fig. 5 A) are due to binding events between Fn and macromolecules on S. aureus that bind to Fn.
These types of force profiles can be consolidated to form maps of a cell surface defined not by topography but by the binding activity and/or resilience of bonds between Fn and putative FnBPs. To produce these maps, we determined the work required to separate the tip from the sample surface. The work was calculated by integrating force over separation to a distance of~1400 nm. Fig. 5 B shows the images for S. aureus I399 on a glass coverslip versus an Fn-coated glass coverslip. These maps reflect the cells' biochemical sensory response to the substrate and delve beyond the morphological details evident in topographic images (Fig. 5 C) . As discussed above, the force curves likely involved the interactions between multiple molecules of Fn and/or FnBP rather than a single Fn-FnBP bond. Therefore, Fig. 5 B represents an avidity map rather than an affinity map per se.
Independently of substrate, the regions of greatest Fn activity were always along the cells' perimeter (see Fig. 5 , B and C). Specific binding events were not observed at the tops of the cells far from the substrate interface. We believe that the activity along the perimeter reflects localization of binding proteins between the cells and the substrate, which would then be accessible to external probes such as AFM only at the cell edges. To determine whether FnBPs were present under a S. aureus cell, we used a blunt Fn-coated AFM tip (~500 Â 500 nm flattened, square tip) to pluck a pair of S. aureus cells from an Fn-coated coverslip. The cells on the AFM tip were immediately used on an adjacent region of the coverslip that was coated with Fn. The distinct sawtooth-shaped binding events were observed repeatedly when the S. aureus cells on the AFM tip were retracted from contact with the Fn-coated slide. This supports the notion that the FnBPs were localized at the interface between the S. aureus and the substrate. We also considered the possibility that increased contact area between the cell and the pyramidal AFM tips could enhance the apparent activity along the cells' perimeter. However, this effect cannot account for the abrupt decrease in affinity away from the bacterium-substrate interface (see Fig. S2 ).
CONCLUSIONS
The data presented here suggest that small prokaryotic cells possess the ability to sense and respond to spatial gradients. Nonmotile S. aureus were shown to recognize a substrate surface and localize substrate-dependent adhesins to the interface. These adhesins were most likely FnBPs; however, we cannot rule out the possibility that other proteins on the outer surface of S. aureus were also involved in these reactions. This would not be entirely unexpected, as there is some cross-reactivity between MSCRAMMs on S. aureus and human ligands such as Fn (65) . At the same time, this could be one of the most important attributes of avidity (or affinity) maps like those shown in Fig. 5 B. That is, the avidity maps show regions defined by the native activity of binding proteins toward particular ligands regardless of whether they have been classified as FnBP. These observations are not limited only to Gram-positive bacteria, as some studies with a Gram-negative microorganism have suggested that similar behavior is exhibited by motile organisms that are attached to a substrate (71) . Others have suggested that physical adsorption of bacterial cells promotes structural rearrangements (72, 73) , but the substrate's influence on protein quantity, function, and localization cumulatively suggests that more complex mechanisms are also involved. Presumably, complex and interconnected mechanisms exist for recognizing a surface, controlling the function and quantity of proteins used for binding, and localizing proteins to the substrate interface. For example, S. aureus appears to localize small numbers of Fn-binding proteins at its interface when it is near substrates that are not coated with Fn (see Fig. 5 B, left) . The production and localization of significant numbers of Fn-binding proteins on S. aureus (see Fig. 5 B, right) could be an inducible response triggered by an external stimulus, such as a substrate that is actively expressing Fn on its surface (e.g., a human host cell). Further work will be required to elucidate the spatial-sensing mechanism(s), Biophysical Journal 99(9) 2803-2811 tentatively dubbed NERVS (for networked ensemble response to vicinal surfaces), and determine whether this is a universal bacterial response. This work was supported by the National Institutes of Health (grant HL086593) and the National Science Foundation (grant EAR0745808).
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